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Abstract

Developing a User-Centered Information Radiator

Douglas Fröling

The popularity of agile software development has grown rapidly over last decades as a
result of today's much volatile development processes with always changing
conditions and requirements. Transitioning development teams and whole
corporations into this agile mindset is however most often a difficult undertaking.
More demands for effective communication within development teams is just one of
all the aspects having an impact on the transition process.
Information visualization tools, such as information radiators, has thus been created as
a means for allowing a more efficient communication flow by displaying information
visually at a glance. 

This thesis has through the use of a contextual design process designed and
implemented a working prototype of a software-based information radiator
application catering to the needs of an agile software development team. Applying
contextual design contributed to a requirement specification taking the team's current
work practices into account which in turn defined the features and interface design of
the application. Lastly, a succeeding implementation process transformed the
information radiator from concept into a fully working web application prototype. 
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Ämnesgranskare: Mats Lind
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Popular Scientific Summary in Swedish

Att utveckla programvara är en komplicerad process som traditionellt sett har utgått
från detaljerad planering och välorganiserade projektplaner för att lyckas. I dag tende-
rar dock specifikationskrav från kunder och andra intressenter att ofta ändras under ett
projekts gång, vilket innebär att utvecklare är i stort behov av flexibla utvecklingsme-
toder för programvara som snabbt kan svara på förändringar. Agil programutveckling
har som ett resultat ökat i popularitet där man jobbar iterativt samt med en nära kund-
relation för att möta deras behov. Medan denna metod medför många fördelar så ställs
även ett större krav på god kommunikation mellan utvecklare inom en projektgrupp för
att så smidigt som möjligt utbyta information. Stor resurser läggs därmed på att ska-
pa informativa arbetsplatser där information visualiseras tydlig. En av de mest använda
verktygen för detta ändamål är så kallade Information Radiators, stora tavlor eller skär-
mar som visar den viktigaste informationen gällande utvecklingsprocessen.

Under detta examensarbete har en prototyp av ett informationsvisualiserngsverktyg i
form av en digital Information Radiator utvecklats hos Skatteverkets IT-avdelning i Väs-
terås där ett mer agilt arbetssätt håller på att introduceras. Denna applikation har därmed
varit ämnad som ett verktyg för att underlätta en projektgrupps programvaruutveck-
lingsprocess genom att visualisera information samt bidra med ett bättre kommunika-
tionsflöde under införandet av dessa nya tankesätt. Applikationens kravspecifikation har
skapats genom att applicera en användarcentrerad systemdesignmetod kallad Contextu-
al Design, där användarna sätts i fokus genom att studera deras nuvarande arbetsmiljö
för att skapa system anpassade till deras faktiska behov.

Genomförandet av Contextual Design har bidragit med empirisk data gällande använ-
dares behov och den information de är beroende av som annars ofta har saknats i andra
arbeten som beskriver utvecklingen av verktyg ämnade för informationsvisualisering.
Resultatet bör innebära att den prototyp som utvecklats har en betydligt större chans att
utvärderas på ett korrekt sätt.
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1 Introduction

1 Introduction

Today’s world of information technology is constantly growing, leading to a much com-
petitive market [1]. To maintain a stable position, companies are thus more dependent on
having the ability to swiftly adapt to both technological and organizational changes [2].
Agile software development has as a result quickly become one of the most widely used
development methodologies today in the software industry [3]. While an agile develop-
ment process allows a team to be more flexible and make modifications as the project
unfolds, more demands are put towards good communication in order to keep each
member up to date about the current situation [4]. A popular approach to convey this
information is to use visualization tools to provide the team with only the most essential
information at a glance, often in the form of an information radiator [4].

The Swedish Tax Agency’s IT department in Västerås has during the last years acknow-
ledged the positive aspects of agile methods, and has thus started the transformation into
incorporating more of these methodologies in their development process. To assist the
introduction of agile concepts, this thesis work aims to gather user requirements and ba-
sed on these design and develop a functional prototype of a software based information
radiator with the intention of facilitate communication.
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2 Background

2 Background

The global software industry’s growth has over the last decades seen an overwhelmingly
positive trend [5], which is believed to continue at a even higher rate the next coming
years due to the technical innovations happening across many major industries [6, 7].
In the United States, the industry revolved around software production is today adding
over 1 trillion US dollars to the country’s gross domestic product (GDP) annually, provi-
ding employment to over 10 million citizens [8]. As the number of products dependent
on software and applications continues to increase, employment of developers having
the necessary technical expertise is projected to grow significantly [9]. But while te-
chnical competence is crucial, the creation of software is dependent on more factors
than technical capabilities alone [1]. To succeed with large-scale software projects, the
know-how about how to maintain a well-organized development process is one of the
most essential pieces of knowledge to posses [1].

2.1 Software Development Methods

Traditionally, companies has taken a somewhat static and rigid approach to software
development where the complete process is planned and structured in advance of taking
any implementation actions, generally referred to as the waterfall approach [10]. This
has been done in an attempt to reduce risk taking by following an already defined plan
without any intent of straying away from it [11]. Producing a long-term plan is however
far from a trivial task. Changing conditions are bound to happen during the development
process, causing problems and situations not foreseen during the initial planning pha-
se [12]. All of these factors has lead to projects surpassing both their set deadline and
budget, ultimately forcing them to be dropped entirely [1]. The realization of the need
of a more adaptive process has lead to a shift towards more lightweight development
methods, generally refereed to as agile software development [4].

Applying these agile methods and techniques in the development process has since its
breakthrough in the early 2000s grown in popularity [4, 13] to become one of the most
used frameworks for companies all over the world [14, 15, 12]. Its core features offers
a more reactive approach compared to traditional development methods by allowing
specification changes throughout the complete implementation cycle and putting more
focus towards quickly producing working products to customers. All of this is generally
achieved by applying shorter development iterations [4] and less concerns on extensive
planning and documentation to allow for more flexibility [13].
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2 Background

2.2 Informative Workspaces

Due to the highly volatile characteristics of agile development, the members of such
a team are dependent on good communication and always having real-time informa-
tion concerning requirement changes and the overall status of work for everyone in-
volved [4]. Without this, even the most skilled team will lack the ability to efficiently
respond to changes [16]. A lot of time is therefore often given to create what is known as
an informative workspace (IW) [17, 18] for visualizing and accessing the most essential
information necessary, including the current, completed, and future work [16]. Popular
tools for facilitating IWs are information radiators [4], large boards displaying various
information of value to the team. The information displayed could be related to system
tests that has passed or failed, what each member is currently working with, and other
status reports. The aim is simply to provide all involved in the project with information
they care about at one glance without any hassle or the need to ask questions [19]. The
challenge with designing such a radiator and IWs in general is that no universal best-
fitting solution exist, meaning one has to take the needs of each unique development
team in consideration when creating such tools [16].

2.3 The Swedish Tax Agancy

The IT department at the Swedish Tax Agency is currently one of Sweden’s largest with
approximately 800 employees in total. In conjunction with being responsible for sup-
port and maintenance of current systems, the main role of the department is to develop
and administer new software services for tax management and population registration
primarily meant to be used internally by the agency’s own employees [20].
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3 Purpose

3 Purpose

To accommodate for today’s rapid changes in the creation of software applications, the
Swedish Tax Agency has gradually moved away from traditional methodologies towards
more flexible and agile development methods with smaller teams working in an iterative
fashion [21]. This progression is however a lengthy process, as government agencies do
not have the same flexibility as businesses and corporations in general [22]. Laws and
regulations govern their actions and decisions to a large extent. The needs of many
stakeholders, not least the needs of the citizens, must also be taken into consideration in
the decision-making yielding a protracted process. All these factors can create barriers
to agile methodologies that are not trivial to overcome [22].

Given this background, the purpose of this thesis work is to create an information visua-
lization tool in the form of an information radiator meant to facilitate the agile software
development process at the Swedish Tax Agency.

3.1 Research questions

The complete process from gathering requirements to implementing a working infor-
mation radiator prototype is throughout this thesis based on the following three main
research questions:

• What information about the current state of the software development process are
the employees at the IT department dependent on?

• How can this information be visualized in a usable way?

• How can the visualization be implemented in a working prototype?

These questions will first and foremost be answered through the use of contextual design
(CD) for understanding the users’ work and to specify the requirements in terms of
what information to display. From these requirements, a mock-up will be designed to
realize how to visualize the information the best way possible. Based on this mock-up,
a prototype will finally be developed in software to showcase the concept of a working
information radiator. The CD and development process are meant to occupy the same
amount of time, meaning the first half of the project will be devoted exclusively to the
CD process while the last half will instead be devoted exclusively to the development
process.
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3.2 Delimitations

The application developed in this study, i.e. a prototype of an information radiator, will
exclusively be based on the current situation at the Swedish Tax Agency’s IT department
located in Västerås. It is also important to note that the application is not meant to be a
substitute for other information sources used by the employees, but rather a compliment.

The design of the prototype is first and foremost concerned about the visualization
aspect, i.e. how the information should be displayed. Fetching real-time information
from the underlying systems used to generate it will thus not be the main focus, and is
only used if supported application programming interfaces (APIs) already exists.

While this project describes the requirement gathering as well as the implementation
process of an information radiator, it does not include any evaluation of the finished
design.
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4 Theory and Related Work

4 Theory and Related Work

The most central topics brought up in this paper will here be defined and discussed in
more detail to provide some theoretical context. Previous work related to the project’s
focus will also be covered.

4.1 Agile Software Development

The process of software development is commonly described as “a set of activities that
leads to the production of a software product” [10], generally including software speci-
fication, software design and implementation, software validation, and finally software
evolution [10]. Agile software development interprets these activities by using a collec-
tion of methodologies and ideas with the aim of providing the ability to effectively react
to changes in today’s much volatile development environments [1, 10].

The term “agile” in the context of software development was first coined in 2001 as a
result from the creation of the Agile Manifesto [23]. This proclamation consists of 12
core principles that effectively is summarized in the following four values, promoting
the most essential characteristics of agile software development methods:

Individuals and interactions over processes and tools.
Working software over comprehensive documentation.
Customer collaboration over contract negotiation.
Responding to change over following a plan.

Based on these values, agile software development thus emphasizes “cross-functional
teams with time-boxed development phases and continuous management of require-
ments” [24]. By working iteratively in shorter development cycles, an agile develop-
ment team can continuously produce and deliver working software to customers who
in turn can propose new and revised requirements during the development process to
be incorporated in coming implementation iterations [10]. Having a close and continu-
ous relationship with the customer is thus more important than planning the complete
process with detailed and static software requirements in advance of a project [1].

Many different versions of agile development has been developed since the publication
of the Agile Manifesto, with methods such as Extreme Programming, Kanban and Lean
being some of the most popular [1, 11]. The agile methodology that has seen most
spread in use is however Scrum [3].
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4 Theory and Related Work

4.1.1 Scrum

Scrum was originally created as a general framework for project management [25], i.e.
not exclusive to the software creation process, but has nonetheless been gaining popu-
larity to become the most popular agile method used by software developers today [3].
The definition of Scrum is described by its creators as “a framework within which peop-
le can address complex adaptive problems, while productively and creatively delivering
products of the highest possible value” [25].

At its core, Scrum is based on an adaptive and flexible cross-functional team, i.e. the sc-
rum team, together with the team members’ corresponding roles, the events they attend,
and the artifacts they make use of to coordinate work [1, 25]. As implied by the agile
principles, the scrum team develop products iteratively by making changes and updates
each iteration until the product is ready to be delivered to the customer [25].

The roles of a scrum team consists of three different entities; the product owner, the
development team, and finally the scrum master [26]. The product owner is one single
member of the team who is reflecting the relevant interests of the project’s stakeholders
by providing the specified requirements [25, 12]. These requirements are all written
down and ordered based on importance in what is known as the product backlog [26].
As new requirements may evolve as the project proceeds, the product backlog is not a
static artifact but instead dynamic to mirror the needs of the stakeholders [25]. Given the
product owner’s exclusive maintenance of this backlog, the order in which features are
implemented is completely up to him or her to decide [11]. The development team con-
sist of the developers being responsible for the actual software creation by implementing
and testing the requirements as stated by the project owner [12, 25]. The last team role,
the scrum master, is first and foremost responsible for maintaining and supporting the
principles of Scrum by reassuring that each team member understands the framework’s
ideas and values [25, 26]. While often being described as the project manager of a sc-
rum team, the scrum master does in fact not manage the team or the developed product
in any specific way [11] and should rather be seen as a coach for self-organization and
cross-functionality within the team [25].

A team’s iterative work is based on what is called sprints, a time frame of 2-4 weeks
where a subset of the product’s requirements is implemented [1, 11]. The goal of a sprint
is to produce a deliverable version of the product that could potentially be shipped to the
customer [25]. A new sprint is always initiated by a sprint planning meeting where the
project owner, scrum master, and development team together specifies the work to be
done for the coming sprint based on the product backlog [12, 26, 25]. Requirements are
now also broken down into user stories, which are short descriptions of requirements
from the customers’ perspective. In conjunction to the sprint planning, the team attends
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short daily meetings known as daily scrum to catch up with the project’s progress. Each
member can here express what was done the previous day, what he or she plan to do
until the next meeting, and finally if there are any problems that needs to be acknow-
ledged [26]. In the end of a sprint, a sprint review is held to present the work done and
the current state of the product [11] followed by a sprint retrospective where the team
members reflect on the positive and negative aspects of the past sprint to pinpoint what
to improve for future work [25].

4.2 Software Visualization of Information

Visualization is commonly defined as the “process of transforming information into
a visual form, enabling users to observe the information” [27]. It is thus meant for
abstracting raw data into a model that is easier for the human mind to comprehend. In
terms of computer science, visualization has been recognized as an valuable tool due to
computer software often being recognized as highly intangible [27]. As a result, a new
branch within the visualization discipline called software visualization was established
as a means of abstracting software by making it more understandable [16].

At its core, software visualization revolves around the “visualization of artifacts related
to software and its development process” [27]. This means not only focusing on the
program code itself, but also artifacts related to the complete development process, e.g.
requirements, implementation progress, and bug tracking. The idea is that visualizing
this information will make software systems more tangible which in turn help develo-
pers to improve productivity as well as the general flow of the development process [27].

Abstracting data in more comprehensible visual models allows for representing con-
cepts of higher complexity externally in a digital display compared to what can be
stored in one’s mind. Individuals who make use of visualization tools are thus in ge-
neral perceived as possessing a greater cognitive capability compared to those who do
not, especially when using computer-based visual interfaces [28]. While digital dis-
plays are an effective cognitive system, it is crucial that they are constructed to fit the
human mind. A sufficient information display must be designed in such a way that vi-
sual queries, i.e. visual patterns used for solving cognitive problems, are understood
and interpreted correctly for “every important cognitive task the display is intended to
support” [29]. Understanding the visual queries a graphic information tool is meant to
support as well as basic physiological knowledge about visualization and perception is
therefore important [29, 27].
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4.2.1 General Perception

Perception is a major part of the human cognition and defined as the interpretation of
information coming from any of the senses. Approximately three quarters of all infor-
mation from the world is perceived through vision [27], indicating just how important
visual queries are. In terms of visualization design, two of the most common types of
perception mechanisms discussed are color and pattern perception [27].

Colors, the perception of light at different wavelengths, are often used to indicate diffe-
rent categories of information [29] by representing values from an otherwise numerical
interval, so called color coding [27]. There are numerous color scales used for map-
ping values to specific colors, but the most widely used are the cold-to-hot scale, where
blue, green, and red are representing cold, warm, and hot respectively, and the traffic
light scale, where green, yellow, and red are representing safe, possibly dangerous, and
dangerous respectively [27]. Two general aspects that should be taken into account when
creating color codes is visual distinctness and learnabilty, promoting that a specific co-
lor should always corresponds to a specific entity [29]. It is recommended to primarily
use the uniques hues for color coding, i.e. green, blue, yellow, and red [29]

4.2.2 Information Visualization Techniques

As software visualization in particular handles the display of software artifacts and their
correlations, representations using various kinds of graphs are commonly used as they
are well-fitted for describing relationships between objects [27, 29]. Two common graph
types used specifically for this purpose are the line graph and the node link diagram.

Line graphs are efficient at supporting the realization about how one measurable variable
can change with another [29]. Merging line graphs together are also a powerful way if
they are to be compared, as this provides visual queries for realizing corresponding
patterns [29].

Node link diagrams are efficient at supporting the realization about relationships between
different entities [29, 27]. An entity is typically drawn as a circular node, with links
between them, so called edges, indicating a relationship [27].

4.3 Information Radiators

Information radiator is an umbrella term for software visualization tools in the form
of large displays, either hand drawn or digital, placed at highly-visible locations in the
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work environment and used for presenting the most essential information that individu-
als care about [19, 30]. In the context of software development teams, this information
could include the current work progress, current assignments for each team member,
integration status, and automated test results [19]. The intent of information radiators is
to allow team members, as well as those not being direct members of the team itself, to
retrieve as much information as possible without the need of asking questions, implying
“more communication with fever interrupts” [19]. Since the information is displayed
for everyone to observe, a secondary benefit of the displays is the promotion of transpa-
rency and responsibility within the team by reassuring that problems are acknowledged
and confronted rather than hidden and eventually forgotten [30].

According to the creator of the concept, Allistar Cockburn, a sufficient information
radiator should satisfy a set of characteristics in conjunction to being large and highly
visible. These characteristics include being easy to understand, being regularly updated
with new data making it worth using, and the task of keeping the information up to date
should be as effortless as possible [19].

4.4 Contextual Design

Designing and developing products with the end customer in focus has become mo-
re and more important as computers and other technological tools are expected to be
incorporated in the whole work processes of businesses and corporations. New hardwa-
re and software must today fit existing systems and the ways customer’s perform their
work in order to be considered as acceptable [31]. To accommodate for this trend, de-
sign processes and ideas known as user-centered design has been developed and grown
in popularity during the last decades [32, 33]. User-centered design aims to put focus
toward the needs and requirements from the actual user of a product by understanding
his or her work and the complete context of use [34]. With this information in mind, the
chances of producing end products with high usability, accessibility, and satisfaction are
greatly increased [35].

While user-centered design can not specify methods in the design and development
process reassuring a good end result in all situations, a general framework pinpointing
the most important phases does exist [34]. Firstly, a design team should acknowledge
the context of use, i.e. who the end users are and the environment the product is meant to
be used in. When the context has been established, user goal and requirements must be
specified. A design solution should then be created based on the requirements, which is
lastly followed by an evaluation of the proposed design [34]. These phases, either all or
a subset of them, are then repeated in iterations until a product meeting the requirements
exists [35].
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Contextual design (CD) is a user-centered design process that first and foremost has
been used as a tool for defining both software and hardware information technology
systems [31, 35]. CD describes methods for gathering user information where the work
actually takes place, consolidating this information in logical steps, creating conceptual
prototypes of a product and iteratively validate these prototypes together with the end
users [35]. One of the core ideas in CD is that “any technology, product or system must
be designed to support and extend its users’ work practice” [35].

4.5 Related Work

A wide range of different software tools and system has been created with the use of CD
methods as a means for defining specifications based on users themselves [36, 37, 38].
Payyanadan et al. [37] developed a prototype of an trip-planning application through
a complete CD process, including contextual inquiries, interpretation sessions, conso-
lidation, and visioning. Vilpola et al. [36] took a similar approach when developing an
enterprise resource planning (ERP) system.

Extensive research regarding the impact of information visualization in software deve-
lopment projects has also been made through multiple literature studies [16, 39, 17, 40].
Paredes et al. [16] highlights that the use of visualization of information within agile
software development teams can be of great value as it facilitates collaboration and self-
organization. Similarly, displaying information about the development process helps the
team to maintain focus on what is important [17, 41].

While most studies confirms this positive impact provided by software visualization
tools, it has also been recognized that the empirical work needed for capturing system
requirements based on the information a development team want to have displayed is
often lacking or even completely ignored [40, 42]. When these requirements are not
explicitly specified, such visualization tools become difficult to evaluate correctly [40].
Better work, including definitions about who the users are together with their specific
demands, is thus needed.

By creating an software visualization tool in the form of an information radiator using
the CD methodology for putting the users in focus, this thesis can help to fill this gap by
ensuring empirical research through observing users’ work as it unfolds.
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5 Methods

As stated in section 3.1, the project work is divided into two different phases: one being
devoted to the CD process while the other is devoted to the implementation process.
This section will cover the methods utilized in both these phases respectively, starting
with the CD process followed by the implementation process.

5.1 Contextual Design Method

Methods and tools used for gathering user data to define the requirements of the in-
formation radiator, as well as the development of a design mock-up based on these
requirements, are here described. For each step, both the theory defining the general
approach as described in literature and how this theory was put into practice during the
project work is covered.

5.1.1 Selection of Contextual Design Method

As designing with the user in focus has become more and more mainstream [43], CD
has evolved along with the demand for more adaptive forms of the process to better
accommodate for projects with tight timelines and constrained resources [44]. The evo-
lution has resulted in what is known as rapid contextual design (RCD), today being the
most frequently used CD technique [43]. A development team applying RCD principals
can decide to a larger extent what steps of the process to incorporate in their work and
what to skip in order to fit CD within the project’s structure independent of time and
team size [43].

RCD can further be divided into three different versions for applying a CD process:
Lightning Fast, Lightning Fast +, and Focused Rapid CD. Firstly, Lightning Fast is
defined as a one to four weeks process conducted by a core team of two members.
This is the fastest of the three RCD versions and is meant to produce customer data for
design thinkings as fast as possible. No work models or testing of the design are carried
out. Secondly, Lightning Fast + is defined as a four to eight weeks process conducted
by a core team of two members. In contrast to the previous version, a prototype of
the product or system is created along with user testing. Lastly, Focused Rapid CD is
defined as a six to ten weeks process conducted by a core team of two members. This is
the most extensive of all the RCD versions with complete consolidation of work models,
task analysis, prototyping, and testing. This is considered the best version to allow for
significant changes in products and systems to support work [43].
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For this thesis, Focused Rapid CD was chosen as the CD process to base the work
upon for specifying requirements and creating a working prototype. The recommended
time period of six to ten weeks fitted the length of the project most accurately, and
gives the best opportunity to produce an end result of highest quality by following close
to all steps of the complete CD process. The chronological steps taken for carrying
out a Focused Rapid CD will in this thesis be based on the principles defined in the
book Rapid Contextual Design: A How-to Guide to Key Techniques for User-Centered
Design [43]. It is however important to note that modifications to the Focused Rapid CD
process was done in order to accommodate for the scope of this thesis.

5.1.2 Contextual Inquiry

The initial step of the CD process is to realize the needs of the customers and their
work [31]. One problem is however that people seldom are aware of the work they per-
form and the details in everyday tasks are easily overlooked when taken away from their
working environment [31, 35]. To reveal all aspects of users’ work, CD thus advocates
designers to go out in the field and observe users in their real life situations. This field
data-gathering technique is known as contextual inquiry, and revolves around carefully
studying a smaller subset of users to construct a more in-depth understanding of the
work practices across the majority of all users [31].

While the inquiry can be done using different techniques, the most frequently used met-
hod for conducting contextual inquiries is what is generally referred to as a contextual
interview (CI). This special kind of interview is carried out with users while doing their
work. In contrast to a traditionally interview, a CI is not based on prepared questions for
the interviewee to answer. The interviewer’s main task is instead observing the user for
inquiring actions in order to understand users’ motivations and strategies [45]. By di-
scussing the work while it unfolds, the interviewer and interviewee constructs a shared
interpretation of the situation [45].

Selection of Users

Given this background, conducting a contextual inquiry, i.e. a CI, is dependent on fin-
ding the right work group that performs the roles and activities related to the project’s
focus. As this project revolves around the creation of an information radiator, the focus
was specified as realizing what information regarding the software development process
the users are dependent on in their daily work and how this information was fetched.
The Swedish Tax Agency’s IT department in Västerås carries out work in various teams.
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Each team was responsible for managing a specific part of the IT service provided, e.g.
systems for handling various taxes and income statements. To delimit the work and
keeping a set focus, the first part was to realize which team to base the user data on.
This selection was done based on one important criteria: the team should apply agile
software development practices to as large extent as possible to really benefit from the
information an information radiator could provide.

Having located a team fulfilling this criteria, specific team members was then chosen
for participating in the interviews. The premise of the CI is to find common underlying
structure connecting work from different users together in one coherent view. Studying
users with different roles is thus important, which was taken into consideration when
picking interviewees. Due to time constraints, interviews was decided to be conducted
with two different members of the team with different work roles and responsibilities.

Contextual Interview

Each CI ran for approximately 90 minutes, and took place at the desks where each user
performed their every-day work tasks. The interview was initiated by explaining the
project focus, letting the user realize what information is the most important to convey.
This was followed by a quick introduction of the CI process and an explanation that
the user’s work was to be observed and discussed whenever something interesting was
noted. Then the user initiated his or her work. The work processes and observations of
interest was captured as notes using pen and paper. When something was unclear or
particular interesting regardig the work performed, a conversation was started to realize
the exact meaning behind the actions taken in order to minimize misconceptions. The
appropriate focus was maintained by steering the interview towards the most important
topics, i.e. the information the user is dependent on in his or her work, whenever needed.
Pictures was also taken during the CI on any tools used by the user.

5.1.3 Interpretation Session

The result of the contextual inquiry is gathered during interpretation sessions where the
whole design team participates for developing a shared understanding about the users’
needs [31]. This is done by letting the interviewer who ran each CI retell what he or
she observed. Other team members can then share their interpretations based on the
interviewer’s story. To extract the data in one coherent view, graphical presentations are
used for highlighting the most important aspects of the work users perform. The main
advantage of using such graphical presentations rather than textual is that visualization
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makes it easier for team members to grasp the whole picture more efficiently without
too much effort [31]. In CD, information from the interpretation sessions is displayed
visually in what is known as work models [45].

A work model aim to capture a specific perspective of work by summarizing the in-
formation found during the contextual inquiry in diagrams [31]. In order to make these
diagrams more tangible, five different models are used in CD for categorizing work lo-
gically: the flow model, sequence model, artifact model, cultural model, and physical
model [46].

The flow model is meant to display the communication and coordination between wor-
kers necessary for assigning and performing tasks [45, 46]. The diagram for visualizing
the model thus consists of the individuals and the group of individuals performing the
work, their responsibilities, the communication between different groups, the artifacts
they use and share, the places they go to, and finally the problems, i.e. breakdowns,
that arises in the communication and coordination process. The resulting diagram after
adding all these components yields an overview of the complete organization [31].

The sequence model highlights all actions taken for performing the tasks necessary for
accomplishing an individual’s work [46, 45]. These actions are captured as a mean to
reveal strategies and intents [46], which helps a design team to improve work practice
by allowing for modifications of actions while still accomplishing the underlying in-
tent [31]. The diagram consists of the actions, i.e. the steps taken, for performing a task
in a chronological order along with any triggers and intents [46]. A trigger is a descrip-
tion of what initiated the sequence while the intent instead is a description of what the
sequence is trying to achieve. Any breakdowns noted in the sequence are also added to
the diagram [31].

The artifact model shows the tools and objects used by individuals meant to support
their work [45]. The model is often in the form of a photograph or drawing of the object
itself, along with notes describing the different parts of the object [31]. Strategies and
intents are also added to the model, which can help the designers to realize how and
why the artifacts are used in the first place. As for the other models, breakdowns are
noted to show when an artifact is not working as intended [31].

The cultural model shows the influences, e.g. existing policies at the work place being
either formal or informal, that dictates how work is supposed to be done [45]. The model
is represented by drawing the influencers, which can be either individuals, groups or
organizations, and how they influence each other through standards, power, values and
emotions [31].

The physical model is finally used for providing an overview of the physical work en-
vironment. It aims to show how people structure their surrounding to accommodate for
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their work by drawing the rooms and buildings they work in and how these spaces are
organized [31].

While all these models are important to together provide a good overview of the work
users perform in a general CD process, Focus Rapid CD is only concerned about the
sequence model, artifact model, and physical model as these capture the most crucial
information needed [43].

Beyond these work models, additional information not already covered in the modeling
process is recorded during the interpretation session in affinity notes. An affinity node
summarize any key observation made, characteristic of the work, tool used, insight,
question to be answered, and design idea for the future design in a short statement no
longer than a couple of sentences [31, 43]. Each note is also marked with a unique
number and a user code specifying which CI the observation can be linked to [31].

Creation of User Profiles

As the project was done individually, many steps of the interpretation session was
omitted due to the fact that no shared understanding within a team about the user’s
work was to be created. The major focus during the session was thus only to create
work models and affinity notes for individual use, implying that no discussions regar-
ding different point of views were made. The physical model was also replaced by the
flow model as an modification of the Focus Rapid CD process, as it was realized that
this model could be important for highlighting the flow of communication which is part
of the project’s scope.

Each interpretation session was held on the same day as its corresponding CI in order
to have as detailed information as possible. The interviewee, i.e. the user, was first of
assigned a user code for anonymity and easier reference. After this, a short user profile
was created where information about the user’s role and work situation was noted to give
the user a context. With basic information about the user specified, the interpretation
session continued with the modeling phase.

Creation of Work Models

A sequence model was created by going through the CI notes and observing groups of
notes explaining a series of steps performed by the user for achieving one specific work
task. On a separate paper, these steps was written down in a chronological order, i.e.
from the first step to the last. A step that implied a choice of what to do next was broken
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into two branches, with each branch proceeding like a normal sequence. With all steps
added to the paper, the overall trigger was specified on top of the paper by observing
what caused the sequence to be initiated. Any secondary triggers was also added above
a work step within the sequence when something specifically caused the user to perform
the new work step. Similar to the triggers, secondary intents for a set of steps were added
within the sequence. Any breakdowns noted during the CI were also documented at the
appropriate step on the paper to indicate problems that arose while performing the task.
Lastly, the overall intent of the complete sequence was added on top of the paper after
reading through every step. This whole process was repeated until all tasks connected
to the project’s focus had been evaluated as sequence models.

An artifact model was created based on the images taken during the CI of the tools used
by the user to perform his or her work tasks. For each image of a specific tool, short
descriptions regarding how it was used was added by consulting the notes taken from
the CI. In conjunction to these descriptions, the user’s specific intents were also written
down, describing what each part aimed to achieve and why it was valuable.

A flow model was created by observing the flow of communication and the assigned job
responsibilities from the CI notes. On a separate paper, the user along with his or her
corresponding responsibilities was first drawn in the center. While going through the CI
notes in order, every time a new individual or group of individuals was recognized as
being a part of the user’s communication scheme, this individual or group along with its
responsibilities was drawn on the paper next to the user. The notes was then reviewed
once more from beginning to end, and this time the direction of communication along
with the communication topic was added to the paper to display how information was
passed between workers. Any artifacts, i.e. tools, shared between the user and another
individual or group was also added. If any problems with the communication, i.e. a
breakdown, was noted at some point, this was indicated on the paper along with an
explanation of the breakdown.

In conjunction with the model creation, affinity notes was noted in a separate document
when important observations and future design ideas was realized.

5.1.4 Consolidation

When interpretations sessions for all individual CIs has been held, the created work mo-
dels are further generalized by consolidating the data and brining models of common
structure from different users together [31]. Consolidation of work models lets the de-
velopment team realize patterns and recurrences of similar data across all users without
abstraction to the point where variation between users are lost [45, 43]. This is crucial
when designing for a larger group of customers with similar work situations but where
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unique variations are still present [45]. Focus Rapid CD only focuses on consolidating
the sequence model, while the other models are solely used for context and the creation
of additional affinity notes [43].

In addition to the consolidated work models, an affinity diagram [43] is created. This
large hierarchal diagram consists of the affinity notes that was captured during the in-
terpretation sessions describing elements of work not covered in any of the work mo-
dels [31]. Each affinity note can describe any key observations made, insights, questions
to be answered and design ideas for the future design [31]. The creation of the affini-
ty diagram is based on grouping affinity notes having similar characteristics together in
categories, and then specifying labels for each category from the users’ perspective [43].

Together, the consolidated work models and the affinity diagram not only uncovers the
problems with the customer’s current work situation, but also the basis for requirements
of the new product or system that is to be designed and developed [31, 43].

Sequence Model Consolidation

As Focus Rapid CD only concerns the sequence model in terms of consolidation, the
first step of the process was determining what sequences to consolidate. All sequence
models captured was thus put next to each other in order to realize the ones revolving
around the same, or at least very similar, tasks. Those who did share similarities was
grouped together while the rest were neglected during the consolidation process.

The sequences belonging to one of the groups was then hung on a wall next to each
other. A large piece of paper was also hung on the wall, acting as the consolidation’s
drawing area and referred to as the consolidation page. The overall trigger for each se-
quence was observed and if the triggers was defined differently from one another, they
were summarized into one common trigger that could be applied to all the sequences.
Next, the steps in each sequence was categorized by abstracting a set of steps into activi-
ties, i.e. groups of steps with the intention of achieving a specific intent. This highlights
the general idea about the consolidation process by continuously abstracting low-level
information into high-level information in order to see the full picture. All activities for
each sequence model was defined by text on Post-it notes, and all unique activity notes
was further placed on the left-hand side of the consolidation page in one single column.
With the activities specified, abstract steps was created based on the steps of each se-
quence. An abstract step is meant to be a middle ground between low-level sequence
steps and high-level activities in terms of abstraction to not miss too much detail by just
looking at the activities. Each abstract step tries to cover an activity in general terms
found in multiple sequences to represent common user activities, but an abstract step
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can also describe activities only appearing in one of the sequences. Like the activiti-
es, the abstract steps was noted in words on Post-it notes and added to a new column
next to their corresponding activities on the consolidation page. Any breakdowns in the
sequences are also added to the consolidation page using separate Post-it notes. Users
applying different strategies to perform similar tasks were also realized by putting the
abstract steps describing each strategy next to each other but in separate columns.

Lastly, the overall intent of the complete consolidated sequence as well as subintents
for a subset of the activities was created. The overall intent was recognized by obser-
ving the intent of each sequence being a part of the consolidation, while subintents was
recognized by observing the newly created activities with their corresponding abstract
steps. Subintents was added to the consolidation page in a new column right next to
the activities, while the overall intent was added on top of the page next to the overall
trigger.

Creation of Affinity Diagram

The creation of the affinity diagram began with printing the existing affinity notes on
paper and then cutting each note into separate pieces so that each piece only had one
unique affinity note on it. All notes was then mixed meaning that each note would be
picked randomly without any predefined groupings.

Next step was to add all the affinity notes on a wall in groups based on their actual
content. One piece of paper was taken from the mixed stack of affinity notes and obser-
ved carefully. The note’s underlying meaning was captured by realizing what the text
actually described without only focusing on specific keywords. If other notes related
to the one currently being observed was already up on the wall, they were grouped to-
gether. If however no relationship existed between the current note and the ones on the
wall, the note defined its own group. If a note was realized to describe more than just
one statement, it was broken down into multiple notes with each containing a subset of
the original note’s content. This process was repeated until all notes had been added to
the wall. With all the notes up, each group was reviewed by reading through all cor-
responding affinity notes. If it was discovered that a note had a close relationship with
another grouping, it was moved. Small groups only consisting of a couple notes was
also avoided by instead trying to fit them into existing larger groupings.

Each group on the wall was labeled using blue Post-it notes, thus referred to as blue
labels, with a short description of the group’s content, i.e. a summary covering all the
work issues of the affinity notes within the group. This way, reading only the blue label
of a group should be enough to convey the content of all underlying affinity notes. If all
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notes within a specific group could not be labeled using a short description, new groups
where created consisting of the subset of affinity notes not fitting in and new blue labels
were added to each new grouping.

With all groupings having appropriate Blue labels, the abstraction process continued by
collecting blue labels describing similar themes into new higher-order groups. These
new groups was labeled using green Post-it notes, green labels, describing major steps
in the process by abstracting the content of the now underlying blue labels. The hie-
rarchical structure of each grouping after the addition of green labels is visualized in
Figure 1.

Green label

Blue label

Affinity note

Affinity note

Blue label

Affinity note

Affinity note

Figure 1: Structure of affinity diagram after adding Green and Blue labels.

The last step of the affinity diagram construction was to add pink Post-it notes, pink
labels, grouping blue labels together inside each green label. This implies that the pink
labels should describe the content at an abstraction level between the green and the
blue labels in order to not loose too much important information through abstraction.
green labels can be fairly abstract by naming a category using only a couple of words
while pink labels tells what matters about the Blue labels a bit more detailed. The final
hierarchical structure of each grouping after the addition of pink labels is visualized in
Figure 2.
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Green label

Blue label

Affinity note

Affinity note

Blue label

Affinity note

Affinity note

Pink label

Pink label

Figure 2: Structure of affinity diagram after adding Green, Pink, and Blue labels.

Together, the affinity diagram now structure and abstracts the individual low-level af-
finity notes into high-level labels describing the most important characteristics noted
from the work performed by users. This makes it easier to understand the whole picture
about work issues without reading through every affinity note one by one.

5.1.5 Work Redesign

Given the consolidated data from the work models and the affinity diagram, the next
step is for the design team to inquiry into this data to realize the unified structure of the
customer’s work practice. With the different perspectives provided by all team mem-
bers, issues corresponding to this work practice can then be revealed which in turn drive
conversations regarding possible improvements of the work and how these improve-
ments can be supported by technology and design solutions [31]. This complete process
is what is know as work redesign [47].

Inquiring into the data is done in multiple steps, initiated by observing the affinity di-
agram. This activity is refereed to as “walking the wall”, implying that each member
of the design team examines the complete affinity from beginning to end before discus-
sing each other’s thoughts concerning the data [31, 43]. This way, the team constructs
a shared view of how to address the information observed. A similar approach is then
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applied for each of the consolidated work models, but this is performed in pairs rather
than individually. By walking both the affinity diagram and the work models, the team
constructs a view of what they want to support and what should be eliminated to retain
the focus of the product or system to be produced [31].

For responding to the information found, the team participate in a visioning session with
the goal of constructing a vision, or rather a set of multiple visions, of how the product
or system to be produced can more effectively support the work performed by the custo-
mers [45]. The vision session is based on brainstorming ideas into stories, meaning that
members of the team can freely explain their ideas without being evaluated, but with the
requirement that each idea should be based on the customer’s work [31]. This constraint
facilitates that the focus must be to realize how technology can be fitted into indivi-
duals’ lives to improve their flow of work instead of only paying attention to the most
exciting technological solutions without analyzing their real-world impact [43, 45]. The
result of a vision should be a drawing consisting of coherent ideas that together creates
a story showing how customers could perform their work if the vision was realized as a
physical product or system [31]. Each story contains individuals in their work roles, the
tools they are using, the flow of communication, and the structure of systems whenever
necessary [31, 45].

As the visions tell stories at a very high-level of abstraction, the design team must break
these down in more detailed structures in order to notice how they will fit in the work
without destroying current work practice [31, 43]. This is done by decomposing visions
into storyboards, showing how specific tasks performed by users will be supported by
the visions in the work [45]. Each storyboard consists of step-by-step images of the
things users will do and how the new product or system supports this [43].

Walking the Affinity and Consolidated Models

Walking the affinity diagram was done by reading the green, pink, and blue labels for
each category, followed by individual affinity notes if necessary for getting specific
examples of issues. If any new design ideas was discovered during this process that was
not already up on the diagram, they were noted on a separate piece of paper.

Directly after going through the complete affinity diagram, two different lists were cre-
ated: one containing the observations perceived as the most important and central to the
project’s focus, and one with large design ideas that covers major user problems rather
than solutions trying to solve small and very specific problems.

Walking the two consolidated sequence models revolved around reading their corre-
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sponding triggers and overall intents to realize how steps in the sequences could be
eliminated while still keeping the initial intents. The artifact models was also observed
here to understand how they were used within each task. If any new design ideas was
recognized, they were noted on a separate piece of paper as earlier.

Just as when walking the affinity diagram, two lists consisting of the most important ob-
servations discovered as well as general design ideas was created from the consolidated
sequence models.

Visioning Session

The vision session started by reviewing the lists consisting of observations and design
ideas created during the affinity and consolidated models walk. Design ideas describing
similar smaller topics were merged together in more general terms if found. After having
a final consolidated version of the design list, the process of constructing the visions
themselves continued.

Rather than first creating separate visions, i.e. one for each design idea, and then con-
solidate them into one coherent story, a general vision covering all design ideas was
created directly. The reasoning behind this decision was that the design ideas were of
fairly similar nature and that the information radiator to be created is not too complex
in terms of its structure as it only consists of one view and thus being a fairly simple
system. Each design idea was observed one by one and visualized on a large piece of
paper. When a complete design idea had been added to the paper, the list of key ob-
servations were consolidated to make sure the idea actually covered the most essential
issues as discovered when walking the data. Connections showing how each design idea
belonged together was also drawn on the paper. A story was facilitated by drawing the
individuals who were to use the final system and how they would interact with it in their
real working environment.

Storyboards

The first step of the storyboarding process was determining which specific tasks to con-
sider, i.e. those being most central to the project’s goal of creating an information radi-
ator. These tasks were chosen based on the vision drawing as well as the consolidated
sequence models and artifact models from earlier.

Each storyboard was created by drawing and writing each action of the task on a Post-it
note and structure them in order. This shows the vision created earlier in more detail by
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using real examples on how a user could make use of the information radiator in his or
her work. Like in the vision, individuals are drawn together with their steps taken for
interaction.

5.1.6 Prototyping

The creation of a system prototype is the last step of CD. Prototyping is meant to be a
continuous iteration process in multiple steps where the design of the system or applica-
tion is visualized and extended based on feedback from the customer to reassure that its
structure fits with the work of users [31]. CD advocates the idea of creating prototypes
on paper that allow users to test the design in the context of real-life work tasks through
prototype interviews [43]. Putting initial design ideas on paper helps to abstract user
interface details by letting the user mainly focus on the structure itself. Hand-drawings
also invite the interviewee, i.e. the user, as well as the interviewer to make changes on-
demand [31, 43]. The goal of a paper prototype is thus not to act as a demo of the system
or application in question, but rater exclusively as a tool during the interviews [31].

The paper prototype itself should be easily constructed without too much effort, repre-
sent the interface at such a level of detail that it can be understood and interpreted by
the user, and finally be easy to modify [31]. Items of the interface with the intention the
be movable are for example preferably drawn in Post-it notes so users can interact with
the prototype as if it was a real implemented version. Another crucial characteristic of
a sufficient prototype is that even if it can be drawn directly on paper by hand it should
be readable by the user and cover the complete system [31].

When a first rough paper prototype exists, prototype interviews are held to check the
design with users [43]. These interviews share similarities to CIs in terms of structure
and principle, i.e. both aims to generate a shared understanding between interviewer and
interviewee, but differ due to the handling of the paper prototype [31]. The prototype is
given to the user who uses it while performing real-life work tasks. He or she can add to
the prototype through modification using a pen to create new drawings and comments.
The overall intention of the interview is not to validate the design but instead trying to
find its flaws [43]. Findings from the prototype interviews are then gathered and used
for creating an updated version of the prototype. This iterative process is repeated until
the design is considered to be sufficient [31, 43].

Creating a Prototype

The already created storyboards was used to define the core components to be visuali-
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zed on the information radiator. These components were summarized in a list describing
them in more detail which acted as a specification for the user interface and the infor-
mation to be displayed. Before continuing, the list was consolidated to make sure each
component described actually supported a concrete work task and that no functiona-
lity not supported by customer data either from the work models, affinity diagram or
storyboards had been added.

Next step was to brainstorm ideas for how to represent each component in the user inter-
face. These ideas were drawn and visualized on paper, and if multiple alternatives to the
design was discovered they were drawn next to each other. If one alternative were rea-
lized to be clearly better than the others it was picked to be used in the prototype while
the others where scraped. If there was uncertainty of which to pick, all were added in
different prototype version so they all could be evaluated during the prototype intervi-
ews. The design was driven by software visualization, previously covered in section 4.2,
and general visual thinking concepts regarding the visual display of information such as
color and graphical representations. All the concepts revolving around visual thinking
applied when creating the prototype are described in section 6.1.5.

Prototype Interviews

One prototype interview was held together with both the interviewees from the CIs.
Due to time constraints, this interview was much informal and not as detailed as the
one described by the Focus Rapid CD process. Another reason for this stripped-down
version was the structure of the information radiator itself. It is not meant to be inte-
racted with as it only aims to display information, so it was decided that a lot of the
interview formalities could be omitted which would give more time to the following
implementation process.

During the interview, the prototype versions created earlier on paper was handed out
to both the interviewees. Each part of the user interface was explained with the user
data as a reference, giving the interviewees a chance to chime in with their thoughts if
something had been misinterpretation. They were then given some time to review the
prototypes by themselves before a discussion session was held. This discussion session
gave the interviewees an opportunity to convey their feelings regarding the user interface
and what should be updated or completely removed for the next prototype iteration.
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5.2 Implementation Method

Methods and tools applied during the technical implementation phase of the project are
here described. Some of the things covered, e.g. where information was fetched from
and why, are based on the results from the CD process presented in section 6.1.

5.2.1 Development Tools and Environment

The information radiator was developed as a web application, thus created using HTML
and CSS for structuring the layout as well as styling. JavaScript was then added to pro-
vide functionality in addition to the otherwise static HTML web page. The main reason
for having the information radiator web based was the flexibility. A web application can
run on any device as long as there is a web browser available, meaning no regards had to
be taken into consideration about how the intended end deployment environment would
look like.

The implementation relied on a couple of JavaScript libraries, including Chart.js [48]
and vis.js [49]. Both of these libraries are primarily used for creating HTML charts to
visualize data, which is also how they were used in the final web application. Another
argument as to why these were chosen is that they both are licensed under The MIT
License [50], giving the permissions to use the libraries for both private and commercial
use freely.

Fetching real data to the different modules of the application relied on the use of REST
APIs [51] provided by Jira [52] and Jenkins [53]. Environment status information was
retrieved using a software development kit (SDK) for JavaScript provided by Splunk [54].
Splunk is currently used by a development team at the IT department as a means for
testing new ways of realizing environment dependencies. The software runs a set of
scripts that periodically, i.e. every 15 minutes, checks the status of almost all environ-
ment components handled by the agency. Results from these scripts can then be fetched
using special search queries specifying what data to extract, similar to a database.

To use these REST APIs, a Node.js proxy called CORS Anywhere [55] was set up to
handle all the API calls. This was necessary due to web browsers’ same-origin poli-
cy, meaning that a web application can only make HTTP requests to send and recei-
ve data from another web application if they share the same origin [56]. Two origins
are defined as same if the protocol, port number, and host are identical for both appli-
cations [57]. CORS Anywhere bypasses this policy by adding Cross-Origin Resource
Sharing (CORS) headers to each HTTP request which allows two applications having
different origins to share data.
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5.2.2 Development Process

Different software development methodologies where considered for the project’s im-
plementation phase, including agile and waterfall development. As agile development
is more fitted towards cross-functional development teams, this idea was quickly scra-
ped in favor of waterfall development. The waterfall methodology advocates taking the
whole design and development process in distinct stages, i.e. requirement gathering,
design, implementation, and testing, where one is supposed to be completely finished
before moving to the next one [10]. Since the requirement gathering along with design
had already been done through the CI process, this seemed like a logical schedule to
continue following.

The implementation was done in three different phases, each meant to create one of the
information radiator’s modules. The first phase focused on creating the basic HTML
layout for the application as well as the sprint progress module. The second phase focu-
sed on creating the build status module. The third and the last phase focused on creating
the environment module.
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6 Results

This sections will cover the results made from applying the CD methods described in
section 5.1 as well as the results from the implementation process described in section
5.2

6.1 Contextual Design Result

6.1.1 Contextual Inquiry

The work group chosen to base the user data on was a team responsible for develop-
ment and maintenance of a system handling income statements from employers and
others who pays salary and pension. This cross-functional team deploys agile software
development through the use of Scrum, consisting of a product owner, scrum master and
development team. Work is done iteratively through three-week sprints complete with
all the events implied by the Scrum methodology, i.e. sprint planning, daily meetings,
sprint review and finally sprint retrospective.

The two interviewees, i.e. users, chosen within this team was one member of the deve-
lopment team and the scrum master respectively. It is however important to note that
the scrum master has two roles in this team, by also acting as a developer and thus also
being a part of the development team.

6.1.2 Interpretation Session

The users interviewed through the CIs were assigned the user codes U1 and U2 respecti-
vely, which are how they will be refereed to throughout the rest of this paper. Their basic
user profiles were defined as the following:

• U1: Works as developer. Newest member of the development team; still in the
process of learning the Scrum methods and tools used. Work tasks includes wri-
ting program code and basic testing.

• U2: Works as the team’s scrum master; is also a developer. Maintains Scrum prin-
ciples and responsible for events such as the daily meetings. Work tasks includes
writing program code and basic testing.
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Sequence Models

The created sequence models describes the steps taken for performing work tasks related
to the project’s focus. Each model is identified by the user code along with a sequence
title to indicate from what CI the sequence was observed. Arrows in the models indicate
the flow of sequences along with intents and triggers. Any breakdowns are denoted with
a red lightning bolt and described in text with a corresponding red font color.

U1
Title: Review test results of software build

Intent: Check result from automated unit test cases
Trigger: Received notification through mail

Open the mail from notification

Open Jenkins dashboard by following link attached in mail

Check overall test result in graph displayed on the project's dashboard
Intent: Find out why certain unit tests failed

Use side menu to select the current project build

Use side menu to select console output of the build

Read through console output to locate what caused failure.

Figure 3: Sequence describing the task of reviewing test results of a software build.
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U1
Title: Locate user story

Intent: Find description of user story
Trigger: Want to understand the task's background 

Open browser and enter Jira's web page

Enter team's dashboard in Jira

Use side menu to navigate to the active sprint

Review active sprint

Use quick filter to only display assigned issues/user stories

Open one of the displayed tasks to view more information

BD: Can not find the defined user story itself.
Intent: Get assistance from coworker

Locate coworker in project team

Ask where user stories can be found

Figure 4: Sequence describing the task of locating a specific user story.
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U2
Title: Review sprint progress

Intent: Check backlog and progress for current sprint
Trigger: Done Daily Before Scrum meeting

Open browser and enter Jira's web page

Enter team's dashboard in Jira

Use side menu to navigate to backlog page

Review backlog status

Intent: Check activity for current sprint
Use side menu to navigate to active sprint

Review active sprint

Figure 5: Sequence describing the task of reviewing sprint progress.
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U2
Title: Compilation of program code

Ignore mail notification completely

Locate source of error in program code

Intent: Check for errors and whether code compiles or not
Trigger: New module was added to code

Compile program code in IDE

Review error message in console
Intent: Locate what caused the error in the program code

Receive mail notificaion from other system 

BD: Distracted from initial intent 
Intent: Review status information from email

Figure 6: Sequence describing the task of compiling program code. This task is not
inherently associated to the project’s focus, but the reception of mail notifications is
connected to the information fetching process.
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U2
Title: Locate envrionment problem

Intent: Locate cause of environment problem
Trigger: Experiencing package dependency errors in environment 

Open environment web application in browser 

Locate the enfironment affected in the table

Read list of the environment dependencies 

Intent: Check each environment dependency's status 
Sends POST request using CURL to see if server return response 

BD: Each environment dependency must be checked
one by one; time consuming process

Find faulty environment dependency

Intent: Contact system administrator responsible for environment 
Search for system administrator 

BD: Often only insufficient or outdated contact information available

Contact system administrator to describe problem

Figure 7: Sequence describing the task of locating environment problems.
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U2
Title: Review test results of latest build

Intent: Check result from automated unit test cases from latest build
Trigger: Received notification through mail

Enter Jenkins dashboard from browser

Select the current project in dashboard

Check overall test result in graph displayed on the project's dashboard
Intent: Get more detailed information

Select the current project build using side menu

Use side menu to select console output

Read through console output to locate what caused failure

Figure 8: Sequence describing the task of reviewing test results of latest build.

Artifact Models

Each resulting artifact model describes a tool used in the work for performing tasks
and how this tool was structured to support the intents of these tasks. Three different
software tools were acknowledged during the interpretation session: Jira, Jenkins, and
an internal web application showing environment dependencies.

Jira is an online software development tool meant for organizing the work done by agile
development teams [58]. It offers many different features for project management, but
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one of the most essential as discovered through the CIs is the digital Scrum board. Here,
all of the current sprint’s user stories are displayed with status reports, indicating if a
particular story is to be worked on, in progress, or completed. The members of the team
are also assigned to specific stories showing who is working on what. The Scrum board
is visualized by the artifact model in Figure 9. In addition to this Scrum board, the team
also maintain the product backlog in a digital form through Jira. The product backlog is
visualized by the artifact model in Figure 10.

Jenkins is an automation server to support building, testing and deployment of software
projects [59]. Its main feature is to facilitate continuous integration, where a team of
developers can merge source code into a common repository, e.g. using host services for
version control such as GitHub regularly and letting Jenkins perform the complete build
and testing process of this source code automatically. From the CIs it was noted that
the development team are mostly interacting with Jenkins using the built-in graphical
user interface (GUI) provided by the server. In this GUI, each project has its own page
displaying build status of the latest build, previous builds, and corresponding test results.
Other code analysis metrics such as code coverage, i.e. how much of the source code
that is executed while the tests are running, can also be displayed here. Initiating a new
build can also be done through this project page manually. The GUI page related to a
project is visualized by the artifact model in Figure 11.

An internal web application showing environment dependencies is used by the team to
realize what components each environment are dependent on. An environment in terms
of software is the complete system in which program code is deployed and executed,
consisting of a set of servers, databases, operating systems and various development
tools. When the team is experiencing any problems with a specific environment, this
application is used for highlighting all components within the environment for locating
the cause of the problem. An environment component can either be a WebLogic Server
(WLS) domain [60], a Tuxedo (Tux) domain [61], or lastly a database. This application
does however only display the dependencies statically, meaning that no real-time status
about each components health is given. Figuring out exactly what component caused a
problem is thus done by checking each component manually one by one. The environ-
ment application is visualized by the artifact model in Figure 12.
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Active Sprint 

STORY-1 IN PROGRESS Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetur adipiscing elit. 

TO DO

Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet,
consectetur adipiscing elit. Aenean
et lobortis purus, id malesuada
nibh.

Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet,
consectetur adipiscing elit. Aenean
et lobortis purus, id malesuada
nibh.

IN PROGRESS DONE

Quick filters Assignee

TASK-1 TASK-2

Categories for sorting tasks. 

Intent: Providing user with an
overview of what has been
done, what is currently worked
on and what to do next. 

User stories broken down into
tasks describing what to
implement. 

Intent: Visual cue for
indicating a user story. 

Intent: Visual cue for
indicating a user task. 

Intent: Visual cue for
indicating priority.  

Color indicates the priority of a
task; green implies lower
priority while red implies
higher priority. 

User can sort to only show
specific information, e.g. the
user stories and tasks he/she
is assigned to. 

Intent: Visual cue for
indicating who is assigned to
each task. 

Defined user story.

Figure 9: Artifact model displaying the sprint overview page on Jira.
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Backlog 

Quick filters Assignee

VER
SIO

N
S

EPIC
S

 

Sprint Name    2 issues
YYYY-MM-DD   •   YYY-MM-DD 

Backlog    4 issues

Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetur adipiscing elit... 

Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetur adipiscing elit... 

Aliquam porta ligula id elit pretium, nec mattis augue faucibus. 

Curabitur in erat ut enim lacinia semper ac sed erat. 

Fusce finibus metus quis nisi feugiat accumsan. 

Nam magna felis, pharetra vitae purus in, rutrum commodo nisl 

STORY-1

STORY-2 

4

2

STORY-3 3

STORY-4 1

STORY-5 6

STORY-6 -

Info about current sprint. 

Intent: Visual cue for
showing team members
who are assigned to
current sprint. 

All user stories for the
current sprint. 

Intent: Visual cue for
indicating a bug. 

Intent: Visual cue for
indicating a user story. 

All user stories in the backlog. 

User can sort to only show
specific information, e.g. the
user stories and tasks he/she
is assigned to. 

Intent: Visual cue for
indicating priority.  

Color indicates the priority of a
story; green implies lower
priority while red implies
higher priority. 

Estimate of the story's
complexity. 

Higher number indicates that
more effort/resources must be
given to this story. 

Figure 10: Artifact model displaying the backlog page on Jira.
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Jenkins
Home > Project

Permalinks

C
ou

nt

#1 #2 #3 #4 #5

Test Result Trend

Last build (#X), x min ago
Last stable build (#X), x min ago
Last successful build (#X), x min ago

(X failures / ± Z)

  Build History

#5

#3

#2

#1

YYYY-MM-DD   XX:YY:ZZ

YYYY-MM-DD   XX:YY:ZZ

YYYY-MM-DD   XX:YY:ZZ

YYYY-MM-DD   XX:YY:ZZ

Back
Status
Changes

Workspace
Build Now
Delete Project
Configure

#4 YYYY-MM-DD   XX:YY:ZZ

Project

Result of automated unit tests for each
software build.

The number of passed, skipped, and
failed tests are represented by the
green, yellow, and red lines
respectively. 

Workspace

Coverage Report

Latest Test Result

Intent: Providing a quick way
for user to see unit test result
of most recent software
build.  

History of latest software
builds. 

Intent: Often used for
navigating between builds
and to see their status.

Color indicates status of build.

A stable, unstable, and failed
build is represented by the
blue, yellow, and red dots
respectively.

Intent: Providing a visual cue
for determining status quickly.

Direct links to most important
builds.

Figure 11: Artifact model displaying the build home page of a specific project in Jenkins.
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Environment Tab

xyzmiljö

proj

delsys

typ

beroende

stod

wls

tux

ic

db

miljö proj delsys typ beroende stod wls tux ic db

xyz_1 xyz pro wls_43, db_324, wls_543 wls_1, wls_2 db_1

xyz_2 xyz pro wls_523 wls_3 db_2, db_3

xyz_3 xyz utv db_54, db_65 wls_4, wls_5, wls_6 db_4

xyz_4 xyz utv tux_54, tux_23, db_543 wls_7 db_5

xyz_5 xyz pro db_23 db_6

xyz_6 xyz sys wls_65, wls_542 wls_8, wls_9 db_7, db_8

xyz_7 xyz sys tux_324 wls_10

xyz_8 xyz utv wls_11 db_9

Options for sorting and displaying
specific environemts and other
variables. 

Intent: Make it easier to find the
wanted information 

Name of each
environment 

Name of
project/team
working with the
environment 

Type of environment, i.e. either
development (utv), testing
(sys), or production (pro). 

List of domains and databases
from other projects that this
environemnt is dependent on.  

List of WLS domains in the
environment. 

List of Tuxedo
domains in the
environment. 

List of InConcert
instances in the
environment. 

List of databases in
the environment. 

Figure 12: Artifact model displaying the environment dependencies application.

Flow Models

Two flow models, one for each CI, was created as a result from the interpretation ses-
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sions. The individuals or groups of individuals being a part of the flow are denoted as
gray ellipses, with the interviewee in the center denoted with a blue ellipse. Any found
responsibilities are also written inside each corresponding individual’s ellipse. The flow
of communication itself or the passing of artifacts is highlighted using directional ar-
rows between individuals, containing the communication topic or the artifact’s name.
If the flow is based on an artifact, this is highlighted with an box around the artifact’s
name on the arrow. Breakdowns are finally denoted as red lightning bolts on the arrows
where they were observed.

Helps member of other teams
with technical questions.

Non-team
coworkers 

Handles product backlog

Product
owner 

Writes software
Defines user stories
Handles production bugs
Help team members with
implementation questions and
bugs

Development
team 

Writes software specifications
Helps with interpretation of
specification document

Specification 
creator 

Helps with using tools 
related to the Scrum process 

Writes software 
Defines user stories 
Handles production bugs 
Maintains Scrum principles 
Manages Scrum meetings 
Helps with development tools 

Scrum
master 

Discussion of  
problems/redefinitions 

of user stories 

Clarification of 
specification 

Ask questions 
regarding 

specification 

Specification  
document 

Questions regarding  
Scrum process 

and tools 
Discussion of  

progress 
(Daily Scrum) 

Helps with 
implementation 

Request for  
implementation 

help 

Can be 
difficult to  
interpret 

User  
 stories 

 Backlog 

Request for help

Writes software
Defines user stories
Handles production bugs

U1 
(Developer) 

Helps 
with problem 

Figure 13: Flow model highlighting the communication as observed from the first CI
with user U1.
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Writes software specifications
Helps with interpretation of
specification document

Specification 
creator 

Discussion of  
problems/redefinitions 

of user stories 

Clarification of 
specification 

Ask questions 
regarding 

specification 

Specification  
document 

Can be 
difficult to  
interpret 

Helps with 
using tools 

Discusses  
topics/problems 

 to address during  
Daily Scrum 

Writes software 
Defines user stories 
Handles production bugs 
Maintains Scrum principles 
Manages Scrum meetings 
Helps with development tools

U2 
(Scrum master) 

Acknowledge problems in
development process
Manage Scrum meetings

Scrum master
from other team 

 Discussion of  
progress 

(Daily Scrum) 

Questions regarding 
Scrum process and tools 

 User Stories 

Writes software
Defines user stories
Handles production bugs

Development
team 

 Backlog 

Handles product backlog
Acknowledge problems in
development process

Product
owner 

Figure 14: Flow model highlighting the communication as observed from the second CI
with user U2.

Affinity Notes

The interpretation session for the first CI yielded 33 affinity notes, while the interpre-
tation session for the second CI yielded 36 affinity notes. Together these described im-
portant characteristics from the work observed along with some design idea for the
implementation process. All the affinity nodes created from each interpretation session
are defined in Appendix A.
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6.1.3 Consolidation

Consolidated Sequence Models

The consolidation of the created sequence models resulted in two consolidated versions:
one describing the task of reviewing development process in Jira, see Figure 15, and one
describing the task of reviewing build status and test results in Jenkins, see Figure 16.

Each of the consolidated models is structured into four different columns for catego-
rizing information, including the activities, intents, and abstract steps using different
strategies as described in section 5.1.4.
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Figure 15: Consolidated sequence model for finding development process information
in Jira.
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Figure 16: Consolidated sequence model for finding build status and test results in
Jenkins.
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Affinity Diagram

Building the affinity diagram using the process described in section 5.1.4 yielded five
different main categories, i.e. Green labels, each defined as Communication, Project &
Team Management, Used Tools, Important Information, and Status Notifications.

The communication category describes how information is shared between members
within a team, but also with coworkers outside the project team itself. The category
covering project and team management focuses more on describing how the teams are
structured in terms of geographical location and how they are managed. The two most
important categories seen from the project’s scope, the tools used and the most important
information from the team’s point of view, describes the artifacts frequently used in
the daily work, why they are important, and what information they display. Lastly, the
notification category covers the extensive use of mail notifications from all the tools
to indicate status updates. While this could have been incorporated into the category
regarding the tools used, it was extracted to its own grouping in order to separate the
two topics.

The complete affinity diagram created from the consolidation process, including all
Green, Pink and Blue labels as well as individual affinity notes, is displayed in Ap-
pendix B.

6.1.4 Work Redesign

Walking the affinity diagram and the consolidated sequence models yielded the following
key issues and design ideas related to an information radiator:

Key Issues

• Communication with distant team members should be supported.

• Information sharing between different teams should be supported.

• Information about the development process is important.

• Status of software builds is important.

• Environment status and dependencies is important information, but difficult to
find quickly.

• Test results and other metrics such as code coverage are important.
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Design Ideas

• Information is updated automatically and periodically.

• Visualization of environment status and dependencies for better overview; pos-
sibly using a graph with nodes and edges.

• Having “modules” containing information about specific topics.

• Displaying general development process metrics, such as number of completed
user stories and so on.

• Displaying build status containing test results and metrics.

Visioning

The single vision created describing the story of how the information radiator was to be
used is shown in Figure 17.

Individuals in the story are represented as stick figures with conversation bubbles for
showing their thoughts and intents. Arrows are used to indicate the general flow and
to draw connections between steps in the vision. The information radiator itself con-
sists of three different modules, each responsible for displaying a specific category of
information. The environment module will display environment status, i.e. if a specific
environment is working correctly or if any of its components is faulty or unavailable,
and dependencies which may be visualized using a node graph with edges for highligh-
ting any relations. The Jira module, also referred to as the sprint information module,
will show sprint progress and important metrics connected to the development process.
The Jenkins module, also referred to as the build status module, will show the status of
the most recent build initiated in Jenkins. When the build has completed, test results of
the build will also be shown along with code analytic metrics such as code coverage. All
information will be fetched periodically using a set of APIs for each source application
in order to have access to relevant data.
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Figure 17: Vision drawing of the information radiator.

The Created Storyboards

Three different tasks were picked to base the storyboarding upon: checking the status of
the latest build, finding environment problems, and finally checking the current sprint
progress. These tasks were chosen as they together cover the use of the complete infor-
mation radiator and as these tasks were realized to be executed frequently during the
CIs.

Storyboards for finding environment problems and checking build status are displayed
in Figure 18 and Figure 19 respectively.
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Figure 18: Storyboard for finding environment problems.

Figure 19: Storyboards for checking build status.
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6.1.5 Prototyping

The paper prototype created is displayed in Figure 20, showing the three different modu-
les: one containing sprint information from Jira in the upper left corner, one containing
build status information from Jenkins in the upper right corner, and finally one contai-
ning environment status and dependency information at the bottom.

Dashboard

70 %
TIME ELAPSED

40 %
COMPLETE

ZYX

40 %
SCOPE CHANGE

X Y

#333
LATEST BUILD

Stable

Project
Name

Code Coverage

100 % (34/34)Classes

100 % (2/2)Packages

100 % (7/7)Files

100 % (540/540)LinesTo Do In Progress Done

Latest Test Result
Fail

Pass

Current Sprint

ENV_1

DB

WLS

ENV_2 ENV_3 ENV_4 

Port: 111 
Contact: zzz 

Port: 121 
Contact: zzz 

Figure 20: Prototype of the information radiator.

The sprint information module consists of three different components: a sprint burn-
down chart, a progress bar showing the ratio of story points assigned to all user stories
in their to do, in progress, and done state respectively, and a column for important sprint
metrics to keep track of. In Jira, story points in the form of numerical values can be
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assigned to each user story indicating the estimated effort needed to finish the story
in terms of time and workforce. A higher numerical value indicates greater estimated
effort and vice versa. The sprint burndown chart [62] is a line graph displaying the re-
lationship between the work remaining, i.e. number of user stories left to finish, and the
time elapsed of the current sprint. This provides an overview of a team’s work trend
yielding an indication whether the sprint goal have a chance to be reached or not. The
burndown chart is often accompanied by a second chart showing a guideline of where
the team should be ideally. Presenting this information in a line graph is preferable as
this type of graph is an efficient tool for visualizing how one measured variable changes
with another, described in section 4.2.2. Merging the two graphs, i.e the actual burn-
down shown in blue and the guideline shown in gray, into one was also done based
on what was covered in section 4.2.2. An alternative for the burndown chart was also
created, replacing it with a view of all the user stories active in the current sprint and
their status, much similar to how this is displayed directly on the Scrum board in Jira,
as seen in Figure 9. The column containing sprint metrics include time elapsed of the
current sprint, how much of the sprint that has been completed in terms of story points,
and lastly the sprint’s scope change which is a measurement for realizing how much has
been changed, i.e added or removed, from the initial sprint plan.

Similar to the sprint information module, the build status module consists of three dif-
ferent components: a status box indicating the status of the build, a bar chart displaying
the ratio between passed, skipped, and failed unit tests, and a set of bar charts indica-
ting the code coverage in percentage for different code abstraction layers. The status
box is responsible, as implied by its name, for highlighting the current status of a build
by using colors and text. With the visual aspects of colors described in section 4.2.1
in mind, the status box was set to green if the build succeeds, red if the build fails, and
blue when the build is in progress of being created. These colors where also chosen with
regards to the Traffic light scale for color coding. The test result bar chart is also based
on this color model as passed, skipped, and failed tests are marked green, yellow, and
red respectively. The code coverage bar charts are finally marked with a blue color to
differentiate from the test result chart.

The final module, displaying environment status and dependencies, was designed as a
node link diagram due to its effectiveness of realizing relationships as mentioned in
section 4.2.2. Each environment consists of a circular node representing the complete
environment, with outgoing edges representing the relationship to a component, i.e. a
WLS domain, a Tuxedo domain, or a database. The relationship between a component
node and the environment node is only meant to be displayed when the component is
experiencing problems, thus directly highlighting the source of a problem. Additional
data such as contact information to the one responsible for management of the faulty
component is also displayed. If the environment is not experiencing any problems, only
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the environment node itself is displayed. Color coding is again used as a visual cue
for displaying the actual status, with red meaning the component is currently faulty
or unavailable, yellow meaning an environment may experience problems due to the
state of a component, and green meaning a working environment without any issues. In
addition to color coding, each component node is drawn with a shape corresponding to
its entity type. As seen in Figure 20, a database is represented with a cylindrical shape
while a WLS domain is represented as a square.

Prototype Interview

The general feedback from the prototype interview were positive, and no major redesign
of the paper prototype was proposed by any of the two interviewees. In terms of the
two design alternatives in the sprint information module, i.e. using a burndown chart
or the actual user stories like what is displayed in Jira, both interviewees preferred the
burndown chart. The motivation for this was that fitting all user stories into the module
would be impossible, and the other solution would be to only display a subset of the
stories at a time and then looping them through as a slide show. Having them only
displayed a short time span before disappearing in favor for others would however cause
more frustration than it would be beneficial.

6.2 Implementation Result

After completing all the set implementation phases, a final working prototype of the
information radiator was built as seen in Figure 21. It consists of three main parts: the
sprint progress module, the build status module, and finally the environment module.
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Figure 21: The implemented information radiator prototype.

6.2.1 Sprint Progress Module

Information about the current sprint is displayed in the upper left corner of the informa-
tion radiator, i.e. in the sprint progress module. A sprint burndown chart indicates the
work remaining in terms of number of user stories and in relation to the time left of the
current sprint. A bar chart indicates the number of user stories, or more specifically the
number of story points assigned to each user story, being in their to do, in progress, and
done states. A set of general sprint metrics, i.e. time elapsed of the current sprint, overall
sprint completeness, and scope change, is lastly used for providing basic information.

Calculating the burndown chart is firstly dependent on retrieving information about the
sprint’s all user stories and how their statuses are changing with time. This is done
through a HTTP GET request to a Jira REST API endpoint returning a JavaScript Ob-
ject Notation (JSON) objects containing all user stories in the active sprint along with
timestamps showing when specific user stories has had their status changed and what
that new status value is. The general JavaScript function used for retrieving REST API
data from a HTTP request is shown in Listing 1.

f u n c t i o n makeRequest ( baseURL , endpointURL , c a l l b a c k ) {
var h t t p R e q = new XMLHttpRequest ( ) ;
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// proxyURL = local CORS Anywhere proxy server
// baseURL = specifies the application, i.e. Jenkins or

Jira
// endpointURL = specifies the specific endpoint within

the application’s REST API
var u r l = proxyURL + baseURL + endpointURL ;

h t t p R e q . open ("GET" , u r l , t rue ) ;
h t t p R e q . s e t R e q u e s t H e a d e r ("Authorization" , "Basic " +

Auth ( ) ) ;
h t t p R e q . o n r e a d y s t a t e c h a n g e = f u n c t i o n ( ) {

i f ( h t t p R e q . r e a d y S t a t e == 4) {
t r y {
// The retrieved JSON object
var j s o n _ o b j = JSON . p a r s e ( h t t p R e q . r e s p o n s e ) ;
// Callback function making use of the JSON object
c a l l b a c k ( j s o n _ o b j ) ;

}
catch ( e r r o r ) {

c o n s o l e . l o g ("No JSON found" ) ;
}

}
} ;
h t t p R e q . send ( n u l l ) ;

}
Listing 1: JavaScript function for retrieving REST API data.

When the JSON object has been retrieved successfully, a callback function is invoked in
order to make use of the information. In the context of the burndown chart, this callback
is a createBurndown function containing a set of auxiliary functions setting up all the
data points, i.e. number of active user stories per day, for both the real burndown and
the guideline which are then plotted graphically using the Chart.js library. The auxiliary
function for creating data points associated with the real burndown is shown in Listing
2.

f u n c t i o n s t o r i e s P e r D a y ( j s o n _ o b j , s t a r t T i m e , endTime ) {
var d a t a P o i n t s = { } ;
var u s e r S t o r i e s = 0 ;
// Auxiliary function for specifying all sprint dates

from first to last
var span = s p r i n t S p a n ( s t a r t T i m e , endTime ) ;
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// Create a key-value pair in the dataPoints object for
each date in the sprint

span . f o r E a c h ( f u n c t i o n ( i t em ) {
d a t a P o i n t s [ i t em ] = [ ] ;

} ) ;

f o r ( var t imeStamp in j s o n _ o b j . changes ) {
var i s B e f o r e S t a r t = ( p a r s e I n t ( t imeStamp ) <= s t a r t T i m e )

;
// formatDate is an auxiliary function for converting

UNIX timestamp into formatted dates
var key = ( i s B e f o r e S t a r t ? f o r m a t D a t e ( s t a r t T i m e ) :

f o r m a t D a t e ( p a r s e I n t ( TimeStamp ) ) ) ;
i f ( ! ( "key" in d a t a P o i n t s ) ) {

d a t a P o i n t s [ key ] = [ ] ;
}

j s o n _ o b j . changes [ t imeStamp ] . f o r E a c h ( f u n c t i o n (
s t o r y O b j e c t ) {

var i sAdded = ("added" in s t o r y O b j e c t ) ; // Check if
story was added to sprint at this timestamp

var i sDone = ( ("column" in s t o r y O b j e c t ) && ("done"
in s t o r y O b j e c t . column ) ) ; // Check if the story
was marked as done at this timestamp

var s t o r y I D = s t o r y O b j e c t . key ;
i f ( i sAdded | | i sDone ) {
/* pointsPerStory is an auxiliary function meant

for calculating story points for each user
story if the burndown is to be based on story
points rather than the number of user stories

*/
u s e r S t o r i e s += ( ( i sDone ? (− p o i n t s P e r S t o r y (

j s o n _ o b j . changes , s t o r y I D ) ) : p o i n t s P e r S t o r y (
j s o n _ o b j . changes , s t o r y I D ) ) ) ;

// Add number of user stories to the corresponding
date in the dataPoints object

i s B e f o r e S t a r t ? d a t a P o i n t s [ key ] [ 0 ] = u s e r S t o r i e s :
d a t a P o i n t s [ key ] . push ( u s e r S t o r i e s ) ;

}
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} )
}

var c u r r e n t D a t e = new Date ( ) . ge tTime ( ) ;
var endTimeFormat = Date . p a r s e ( f o r m a t D a t e ( endTime ) ) ;
var l a s t K e y = endTimeFormat < c u r r e n t D a t e ? f o r m a t D a t e (

endTimeFormat ) : f o r m a t D a t e ( c u r r e n t D a t e ) ;
i f ( ! ( l a s t K e y in d a t a P o i n t s ) ) {

d a t a P o i n t s [ l a s t K e y ] = [ u s e r S t o r i e s ] ;
}
// Insert null values to the dates where no user stories

have been updated
f o r ( each in d a t a P o i n t s ) {

i f ( d a t a P o i n t s [ each ] . l e n g t h == 0) {
d a t a P o i n t s [ each ] . push ( n u l l ) ;

}
}
re turn d a t a P o i n t s ;

}
Listing 2: JavaScript function for calculating number of user stories for each sprint date.

Getting information for the other two parts of the sprint progress module, the bar chart
and the sprint metrics, are done using the same REST API request process as seen in
Listing 1 but with different endpoints for retrieving relevant JSON objects containing the
correct data. No major manipulation of the data are needed for any of these functions,
and can thus be directly sent to the HTML elements responsible for visualizing the
information on the information radiator.

6.2.2 Build Status Module

Information about software builds, along with unit test results and code coverage, is
displayed in the upper right corner, i.e. in the build status module. It is possible to either
specify a specific project and from here always show the project’s most recent build,
or to show the most recent build overall across all projects. A status box is used for
visualizing the state of the latest build, displaying the build’s name and status with both
text and color. Both the test result and code coverage report are visualized using bar
charts.

The status box fetches a JSON object through the Jenkins REST API containing infor-
mation about the latest build’s duration, name, status result, and timestamp. Reading the
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value of the status result field in the JSON object specifies the style of the status box
using a switch statement for setting the HTML element’s color, see Listing 3.

f u n c t i o n s e t B u i l d S t a t u s ( o b j e c t ) {
var jobName = document . ge tE lemen tById ("job-name" ) ;
var bui ldNumber = document . ge tE lemen tById ("build-number"

) ;
var b u i l d S t a t u s = document . ge tE lemen tById ("build-status"

) ;

jobName . innerHTML = o b j e c t . name ;
bui ldNumber . innerHTML = "#" + o b j e c t . l a s t B u i l d . number ;
sw i t ch ( o b j e c t . l a s t B u i l d . r e s u l t ) {

case "SUCCESS" :
document . ge tE lemen tById ("build-status-box" ) . s t y l e .

backg rou ndCo lo r = "rgba(0, 153, 51, 0.6)" ;
b u i l d S t a t u s . innerHTML = o b j e c t . l a s t B u i l d . r e s u l t ;
break ;

case "UNSTABLE" :
document . ge tE lemen tById ("build-status-box" ) . s t y l e .

backg rou ndCo lo r = "rgba(255, 184, 77, 0.6)" ;
b u i l d S t a t u s . innerHTML = o b j e c t . l a s t B u i l d . r e s u l t ;
break ;

case "FAILURE" :
document . ge tE lemen tById ("build-status-box" ) . s t y l e .

backg rou ndCo lo r = "rgba(251, 0, 0, 0.6)" ;
b u i l d S t a t u s . innerHTML = o b j e c t . l a s t B u i l d . r e s u l t ;
break ;

d e f a u l t :
document . ge tE lemen tById ("build-status-box" ) . s t y l e .

backg rou ndCo lo r = "rgba(62, 149, 205, 0.6)" ;
b u i l d S t a t u s . innerHTML = "BUILDING" ;

}
}

Listing 3: JavaScript function for setting up status box.

Similar to the last module, the process of creating the bar charts for displaying unit test
results as well as code coverage is fairly straight forward. JSON objects are fetched
using the Jenkins REST API, and the data is directly put into Chart.js chart objects with
the correct colors.
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6.2.3 Environment Module

At the bottom half of the information radiator, environment status and dependencies are
shown in the environment module. Each environment is visualized as its own node link
diagram. A component’s relationship with its corresponding environment is only shown
when the component in question is experience any sort of complications. In this case,
the component is marked red. This indicates the environment having a malfunctioning
component, which may or may not have an impact on its functionality and the environ-
ment node itself is thus marked yellow. Otherwise, only the environment node itself is
shown in green, indicating it is fully functional.

In contrast to the two previous modules, the environment module is not dependent on the
HTTP request function in Listing 1 for fetching information. Instead, the Splunk SDK
for JavaScript build on top of the REST API is used for interacting with the Splunk
engine programmatically. An object is used as a dictionary to look up all the different
search queries for extracting the status of each environment component. The general
structure of this object can be seen in Listing 4.

var q u e r y D i c t i o n a r y = [
{

sys_110 : {
wls : "search index=status_wls WLS=AImS121* OR

AIdS122* OR AImS122* OR AIwS123* | table WLS,
Host, Port, Status" ,

db : "search index=status_db Database=AI1T001* |
table Database, Host, Status | sort Status" ,

t u x : nul l ,
dep_wls : nul l ,
dep_ tux : "search index=status_tux TuxDomain=BI_S21*

OR GE_S12* | table TuxDomain, Host, Status | sort
Status" ,

dep_db : n u l l
}

} ,
.
.
.

}
Listing 4: Object for specifying all search queries.

The dictionary object is then passed to a createDataset function responsible for crea-
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ting the data set containing all environment and component nodes and connecting edges,
see Listings 5. Performing a search through the Splunk engine based on the queries in
the dictionary object is done using a separate auxiliary function, splunkRequest, in-
voked inside createDataset and returning a JSON object containing the result of all
the fields specified in the query, e.g. the status of the component.

When the complete data set to be visualized has been created, an auxiliary function is
then used for either hiding or showing nodes depending on their status values fetched
earlier before the data set is finally drawn as a node link diagram using the vis.js library.

f u n c t i o n c r e a t e D a t a s e t ( q u e r y D i c t i o n a r y ) {
var nodes = [ ] ; // List for storing nodes
var edges = [ ] ; // List for storing edges
// indexes for creating unique node IDs
var i n d e x _ b a s e = 1 ;
var i n d e x _ d e c = 1 ;
f o r ( var env in q u e r y D i c t i o n a r y ) {

i f ( ! q u e r y D i c t i o n a r y . hasOwnProper ty ( env ) ) {
c o n t i n u e ;

}
// The environment node
var envNode = { i d : i ndex_base , l a b e l : env } ;
nodes . push ( envNode ) ;
f o r ( var comp in q u e r y D i c t i o n a r y [ env ] ) {

i f ( ! q u e r y D i c t i o n a r y [ env ] . hasOwnProper ty ( comp ) ) {
c o n t i n u e ;

}
i f ( q u e r y D i c t i o n a r y [ env ] [ comp ] != n u l l ) {
// Invoke auxiliary function for making a Splunk

search based on the specified query
s p l u n k R e q u e s t ( q u e r y D i c t i o n a r y [ env ] [ comp ] ) . t h e n (

f u n c t i o n ( s e a r c h ) {
s e a r c h . f o r E a c h ( f u n c t i o n ( node ) {

v a l u e ["id" ] = ( i n d e x _ b a s e + "." + i n d e x _ d e c ) ;
i f ("WLS" in node ) {

node ["label" ] = node ["WLS" ] ;
}
e l s e i f ("Database" in node ) {

node ["label" ] = node ["Database" ] ;
}
e l s e i f ("TuxDomain" in node ) {

node ["label" ] = node ["TuxDomain" ] ;
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}
var edge = { from : index_bas e , t o : ( i n d e x _ b a s e +

"." + i n d e x _ d e c ) } ;
nodes . push ( node ) ;
edges . push ( edge ) ;
i n d e x _ d e c ++;

} ) ;
} ) ;
}

}
}
re turn [ nodes , edges ] ;

}
Listing 5: JavaScript function for creating node link node diagram data set.
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7 Discussion

This section will discuss the methods and results described in section 5.1 and 6.1 re-
spectively. Firstly, one of the most important aspects to note is as this project was exclu-
sively carried out at the Swedish Tax Agency’s IT department, there are no guaranties
that the findings made are applicable in any other environment and for any other project
team in other organizations. Recreating the work done in this project in other settings
would most likely yield data about customers being much different from what was di-
scovered here. Making use of a complete CD process with the actual user group is thus
important for capturing all aspects of work, even if a similar application or system is
meant to be designed and developed.

7.1 The Design Result

Comparing the final version with the paper prototype, close to all features has been
successfully implemented as intended. All information is fetched directly from the ap-
plications used by the development team to the information radiator, thus displaying
data of value in real time. The overall interface has also been created to resemble the
paper prototype as close as possible. As of writing this paper, two features from the
paper prototype are however missing in the implemented version: the bar charts are
not currently displaying exact numerical values of the data, and contact information for
faulty environment components are not showing. Displaying numerical values directly
in the bar charts has been tested, but due to scaling issues the text becomes protracted
and pixelated, making it difficult to read. A solution to this should however be trivial.
Adding the contact information in the environment module has not been implemented
as this data is not yet available through Splunk.

Additional topics worth discussing in relation the design result are covered bellow, in-
cluding further use of visual design principles, consideration of universal design aspects,
and how a future evaluation could be carried out.

7.1.1 Visual Design Principles

While some aspects of the human perception mechanism and visual thinking was taken
into account when creating the design, like the use of certain graph representations
and color coding for learnability, more could possibly have been done to further utilize
information visualization principles. Most of the basic layout was initially designed
without much thought to perception theory, primarily focusing on the actual information
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to be displayed. The information radiator is however not a very complex application, so
the benefits of applying more visual design principles can be questioned as this would
not necessarily promise a more intuitive design. A clear answer could only have been
given if a formal evaluation had been carried out.

The design did not consider what display the information radiator was to be deployed on
in its final version, and was during the implementation phase only observed using a 27-
inch monitor running at a resolution of 1920x1080 pixels. Displays of difference sizes
and resolutions could probably have an impact on the perception of the information, e.g.
the readability of text. Theory covering the ideal size and height of characters could thus
have been used to evaluate the readability based on reading distances. The information
radiator was however implemented with HTML elements having widths and heights re-
lative to the current display size rather than fixed values, so it is able to scale effectively
to most displays. Different types of panels used in monitors can also affect the percep-
tion of the information, especially in terms of colors. A monitor using a twisted nematic
(TN) panel generally offers worse viewing angles with color degradation compared to
one using an in-plane switching (IPS) panel where color accuracy is maintained at more
extreme viewing angles. Colors could thus be perceived differently depending on the
panel type used and the viewing angle relative to the information radiator, potentially
leading to misinterpretations.

7.1.2 Universal Design Aspects

It would have been interesting to consider more universal design aspects in the work,
i.e. designing with the intention of excluding as few individuals as possible without the
need of special adaptations. As the design of the information radiator was based on a
fairly small and relatively homogeneous group of users, i.e. the development team, this
was never needed to be taken into account for. If the design was meant for a larger user
group or one consisting of individuals with a wider range of different needs, this could
nonetheless haven been necessary.

Since the information radiator is much dependent on visual perception, applying uni-
versal design methods could have had a major impact on the final design. One example
of this is again the use of colors. In both the environment and the build status module,
much information is indicated by different colors. For individuals with various types
of color blindness, i.e. color vision deficiencies, the shades of red and green might be
difficult to perceive as being different between one another which again could cause
misinterpretations.
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7.1.3 Evaluation

The time frame set for this project did not allow the inclusion of a proper evaluation of
the final implementation. Initially such an evaluation was planned to be carried out, but
it was omitted when realized this would have an negative impact on the quality of the
CD and implementation process as the time devoted to these would have been reduced.

A short evaluation was however done through the prototype interview, but as this was
kept brief, more extensive evaluation is still needed. It is however possible that even
a more in depth prototype interview would not have provided any more useful insight
in possible design improvements at this stage. As mentioned in section 5.1.6, the in-
formation radiator is not an application meant for interaction but rather only to display
real-time information. Letting users perform real work tasks while using the paper pro-
totype containing purely static information would thus reflect the purpose of the appli-
cation poorly. Evaluating the final version actually implemented should as a result be
prioritized before spending more time on evaluating the prototype in this case.

Performing a formal evaluation on the implementation could have been done using both
usability and user experience evaluations. A usability evaluation would have explored
just how well the information radiator helped with achieving the development team’s go-
als by including factors such as how intuitive the design is, how easy it is to learn, and
how effective it is. A good starting point for evaluating the usability would most likely
have been through the use of think aloud tests, where users are using the information
radiator in their daily work while orally describing their thoughts about the application.
More effective methods for evaluating information visualization tools specifically are
however most likely available and described in literature. Before conducting an eva-
luation, a literature study should thus be carried out. To better capture the underlying
feelings when using the application, a user experience evaluation could act as a good
compliment for getting a broader view of the application’s impact. This helps to realize
if the application is actually of any value to the users rather than just being usable and
as efficient as possible.

7.2 The Contextual Design Process

The CD process was crucial for the requirement gathering and prototyping part of the
project, as it proposed methods for realizing the needs of users without having any prior
knowledge about who they are or the work they perform. This also allowed the inclusion
of empirical work that has often been dismissed in other studies covering similar topics
of the creation of visualization tools in agile software development environments.
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The adaptable nature of primarily RCD was another important aspect during the work.
Having the ability to customize the process based on scope and set time frame through
the various versions of RCD, i.e. Lightning Fast, Lightning Fast +, and Focused Rapid
CD, makes it possible to incorporate in more or less any project regardless its scope.
Even individual steps within each version can be omitted in order to save time. This
project was based on the Focused Rapid CD version, and included almost all steps as
purposed by Holtzblatz et al. [43] with some modifications made. With all things consi-
dered this was most likely the best choice of RCD version, as it fitted within the project’s
time frame while still providing rich information about the users and their work. Some
implications and aspects that could have been improved was however acknowledged
during the process, which are described bellow.

7.2.1 Experience With The Process

Despite having a good guideline through literature on how the perform the RCD process
step by step, understanding what is important in the actual gathered data and how to
display this in the best way possible through models and diagrams was far from a trivial
task. This can have lead to misinterpretations of parts of the data, thus having an impact
on the final design. As every step in the process is dependent on the data previously
gathered, misinterpretations early on may cause faulty information in all succeeding
steps as well. Having prior experience with the process is probably important in order
to manage applying CD effectively and to know what to look out for.

7.2.2 Team versus Individual Work

According to Holtzblatz et al. [43], Focused Rapid CD assumes a team consisting of 2
individuals having a set of helpers available at different steps of the process, e.g. during
the interpretation sessions and the creation of affinity diagrams. The Focused Rapid
CD process used in this project was however carried out individually, which may have
limited the data gathered.

Being able to share one’s thoughts with others and together make interpretations of
the data, e.g. during the interpretation sessions, means creating a consolidated view of
the end-user population. If this is done individually, the interpretations are instead solely
dependent on one single point of view, loosing much of the details in the interpretations.
Having someone acting as a helper and together interpret the data would most likely
have been beneficial during the project work for capturing more details.

In retrospect, more parts of the CD process should probably also have been done toget-
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her with the members of the development team, i.e. the users of the information radiator,
to reassure a closer collaboration. This could especially have been done during the vi-
sioning session. Holtzblatz et al. [43] mentions that only the people participating in the
vision session are the ones who generate the basic design of a product or system, and
more participants yields a higher number of ideas and perspectives. It is thus impor-
tant to invite stakeholders during this process. This was not done in the vision session
performed during the project in order to save time.

7.3 The Implementation Process

A more agile development process could maybe have given more opportunities for bet-
ter communication with the application’s stakeholders. For example, the implementation
work could have been divided into a set of sprints rather, each having a set of user sto-
ries to proceed the work from, rather than just vaguely defined implementation phases.
After each sprint, a small sprint review could have been held together with stakeholders,
e.g. members from the development team that the information radiator was created for,
and present the work that had been done. A quick demo could also have been shown
followed by a short review session where those attending could point out both positive
and negative things regarding the design.
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8 Conclusion

This project has revolved around the creation of a visualization tool the in form of
an information radiator as a means to support an agile development team’s software
development process at one of the Swedish Tax Agency’s IT departments. Given this
objective, the work has been based on three research questions to set the scope of the
project defined as the following:

• What information about the current state of the software development process are
the employees at the IT department dependent on?

• How can this information be visualized in a usable way?

• How can the visualization be implemented in a working prototype?

The first two of these research questions has been answered through a Contextual Design
(CD) process meant for specifying the requirements of the information radiator based on
the development team’s needs to support their work practice as well as creating a paper
prototype. A contextual inquiry together with the creation of work models resulted in
a detailed overview covering all aspects of the development team’s work together with
the tools and information they are dependent on. While the data gathered through this
process was invaluable, different mindsets when consolidating the data may lead to
contrasting interpretations. Applying these methods are thus recommended to do as a
team rather than individually to analyze the data from different points of view. Work
redesign by using the consolidated data to drive the design of the information radiator
resulted in a vision along with corresponding storyboards realizing how members of the
development team could use the visualization tool in various work situations. Together
with software visualization and general perception techniques, e.g. the use of colors and
graphical representations, these storyboards acted as the foundation to a paper prototype
displaying the design and features of the application.

The last research question has been answered by implementing a working prototype
of an information radiator as a web application, i.e. created with HTML for the ap-
plication’s structure and JavaScript for its functionality, based on the paper prototype
designed through the CD process.

Designing and implementing a working prototype through the application of CD has
provided empirical work for realizing the users’ needs that earlier has been lacking in
most related studies covering the creation and effectiveness of information visualization
tools for agile software development teams. As no formal evaluation of the information
radiator has been carried out, it is however more or less impossible to estimate just how
much CD contributed to the end result compared to other methods.
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8.1 Future Work

For reassuring the implemented information radiator’s effectiveness, a proper assess-
ment must be carried out in the form of usability and user experience evaluations. Re-
commendations for a future evaluation are discussed in section 7.1.3. The design could
also be consolidated with graphical designers to realize pros and cons with the current
version in terms of how the displayed information is perceived from a theoretical point
of view.

With more time and resources, the CD process should be extended to include a larger
subset of the development team’s member, possibly even the whole team, for getting a
wider perspective of the various work tasks performed by different roles.

The information radiator itself could be extended by a second version which allows for
more user customization. This application would not be displayed for all to see similar
to the implemented version, but rather be used by each developer at his or her own desk.
Such a version could be more intractable, and presenting information that may be of
value to the individual alone depending on work tasks. Implementing this would be an
interesting addition as an add-on to the general information radiator.
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A Affinity Notes

A.1 First Interpretation Session

• U1-01: Uses print of repository network to keep track of different versions and
the existing branches.

• Q: Is there any reason to why a paper copy of the GitHub branches are used
instead of a digital version?

• U1-02: Working with different environments is a major cause of problems; not
sure of the correct libraries are available or not.

• U1-03: Difficult to get an overview of what functionality different files (which
are dependent on each other) provides.

• U1-04: Uses Jira as main project tracking software.

• U1-05: Navigation in Jira can be cumbersome; sometimes takes time to find the
wanted information.

• U1-06: A lot of the functionality provided in Jira is never used at all.

• DI: Have a simpler dashboard only showing the most essential information on
the screen.

• U1-06: Experienced problems finding a specific user story in Jira; asked
SCRUM master for help to find it.

• U1-07: Uses Jira to handle all user stories; each user story is broken down into
smaller sub-tasks.

• U1-08: Receives notification by email automatically when a user story in Jira
that U1 is involved with is updated by someone in the team.

• Q: Is email the prefered way of receiving notifications from Jira or is this method
“forced” to be used?

• DI: Have a dashboard where notifications are sent directly; reducing number of
necessary applications (i.e. email client).

• U1-09: The tasks to perform are dependent on the user stories in Jira; Jira
dictates the flow of work.



• U1-10: Reads word document containing more extensive documentation on
demands from the customer (user stories) for getting a better understanding.

• U1-11: The specification documents are very long and often very difficult to
follow.

• U1-12: If needed, meetings are held with those writing the specification
document (called “kravare”) for creating a shared understanding.

• U1-13: Often communicates with SCRUM master to discuss what tasks to be
assigned next when previous tasks are marked as done.

• U1-14: Jenkins is used for automated and unit testing.

• U1-15: The Jenkins dashboard is frequently used in the daily work in
conjunction with Jira.

• U1-16: Two informations sources are mainly used in Jenkins; the overall test
result displayed in a graph and the console output created by each test for getting
more detailed information.

• U1-17: Receives notifications via email just like for Jira when a test has finished
in Jenkins.

• U1-18: All emails arriving from various systems can easily be overwhelming;
many are ignored completely.

• U1-19: The “Current sprint” layout is the most used function in Jira.

• U1-20: Attends daily Scrum meetings every morning at 09:00.

• U1-21: During daily Scrum: explains what was done previous day, if any
problems arose, and what will be done today.

• U1-22: Asks Scrum master for new tasks to be assigned during the daily Scrum.

• U1-23: Team members are located in Västerås and Solna (Stockholm).

• U1-24: Team members in Västerås are all located in the same room; close
contact with each other.

• U1-25: Communication with local team members is informal and take place in
verbal form.

• U1-26: Communication with team members in Solna is informal and done using
Skype when needed.



• U1-27: Communication is not exclusive to team members; can ask members of
other projects in the office for assistance.

• U1-28: Daily Scrum meetings are held together with team members in Solna
with video conference call.

A.2 Second Interpretation Session

• U2-01: Uses Jira as main platform for information gathering about the
development process.

• U2-02: Likes Jira, provides all the necessary functionality. Can however take
some time getting used to.

• U2-03: Uses Jenkins to run automated and unit tests.

• U2-04: Receives mail from Jenkins notifying when automated/unit tests has been
finished.

• U2-05: Has connected his GitHub with Jenkins so that automated tests are run
directly when new code has been checked in.

• U2-06: Thinks that system tests from Jenkins are important features to display
and to have direct access to.

• U2-07: Starts every morning with checking environment status; a script runs
daily to test a defined subset of all environments to check for any problems. This
is notified via email.

• U2-08: States that environment status important information to display.

• U2-09: States that code coverage is important information to display.

• U2-10: Tends to ignore incoming emails from systems, e.g. Jenkins.

• U2-11: Sighed at one instance when email notification popped up on screen
while working with code.

• U2-12: Uses many different inboxes to sort email notifications from different
systems.

• U2-13: Many email notifications are not opened.

• Q: Is email the preferred way of receiving notifications?



• U2-14: Mentioned that with emails it is easy for someone to say they will take
care of the problem in question but then it ends up being forgotten/ignored.

• U2-15: Uses word document from “kravarna” to define user stories together with
the rest of the team.

• U2-16: Expresses problems with specification documents; they can be hard to
follow and express in user stories.

• U2-17: Would prefer a situation where “kravarna” writes the user stories
themselves; the user stories are instead written by the developers together with a
“kravare”.

• U2-18: Uses a web application to see package dependencies and if any
environment has any problems.

• U2-19: Would prefer an easier way of displaying environment/package
dependencies.

• DI: Display environment dependencies as a tree structure to get better overview.
Colors can indicate status.

• U2-20: Uses service manager to keep track of bugs from production software
(i.e. already released products).

• U2-21: Receives mail from service manager when new bugs has been reported.

• U2-22: Manages daily Scrum meetings every morning at 09:00.

• U2-23: During daily Scrum, user makes sure every team member explains what
they did the previous day, if any problems arose that they need assistance with,
and what they will continue doing the rest of the day.

• U2-24: Scrum master helps organizing tasks to all team members during daily
Scrum.

• U2-25: Team members both in Västerås and Solna (Stockholm).

• U2-26: Team members in Västerås are all located in the same room; close
contact with each other.

• U2-27: Communication with local team members is informal and take place in
verbal form.

• U2-28: Not always easy to get real-time information about problems arising for
team members in Solna.



• U2-28: Communication with team members in Solna is informal and done using
Skype.

• U2-29: Daily Scrum meetings help to coordinate team members located at
different offices.

• U2-30: Project consists of two different teams with tasks split between them.

• U2-31: Sprint planning is done with both teams together.

• U2-32: Has meeting with Scrum master from the other team & project owner
each day before daily scrum to discuss what to bring up.

• U2-33: Problem: If team member not present at daily Scrum, he/she can miss
information.

B Affinity Diagram

B.1 Initial Groupings

Figure 22: Affinity diagram after groupings based on the Blue labels had been created.



B.2 Complete Groupings

Figure 23: Affinity diagram after groupings based on the Green, Pink, and Blue labels
had been created.
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